June 12, 2016
Again, Again, Again
Before I link you to the stories about the 2-yr. old that was horribly murdered (call it
an “accident” because she was stuffed into a bin into the shower and drowned) while
in the care of a swine person who had known drug issues and who had been
reported multiple times for abuse, let us reflect on why this keeps happening, shall
we?
Why do Social Services keep allowing Swine Humans to take charge of defenseless
children and killing them? Why are there not more reports and why are those reports
not followed up and investigated and the situation for the child made safe?
Simple: Casey Family Programs, who oversee or write the policy for all child care
agencies (one way or another) in the USA, demand that children remain in the most
abusive environments possible.
Our politicians and Federal, State government agencies all conspire to punish,
harass and terminate any employee at any level that dares to raise alarms. They get
additional funding every time one of these incidents happens and they put that into
their pockets. They fix nothing. There is no incentive to fix anything. There is every
incentive to allow it to continue.
What these linked stories will not tell you outright is that this child was placed by
Leach Lake Tribal Social Services, a system as corrupt or more corrupt than the
Spirit Lake Tribal Social Services, and whose many failures have damaged and killed
as many or more children, while those responsible become more politically powerful
at all levels of government, more able to do more damage and get more money while
failing to protect the children.
Children are removed from safe and loving homes and placed in brutal, dangerous
homes often times to exact a personal or political revenge on families who have
stood up to the corruption and criminal activities of those in power. It happens, over
and over again. This is what comes from protecting predators for political reasons.
And just a refresher, in this the political season, Ruth Hopkins, Tribal Judge for Spirit
Lake (now fired because of her posting the nudie pics of her boyfriend (married man,
Chase Iron Eyes, who is also running for Federal Office), had a great deal to do with
getting Thomas Sullivan fired from ACF by calling him a ‘racist’ with absolutely no
grounds whatsoever.
The ACF wanted to fire Thomas Sullivan, who was relentlessly trying to fix this
broken system and protect these children, and he wouldn’t quit despite the endless
and overwhelming harassment, threats, intimidation by his administrators and at the
behest of his agency’s Director--- Marrianne McMullen, a political appointee with no
credentials in Child Development or anything related to child care.
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Because people at Tom Sullivan’s level, or even at the Tribal Social Services level
who dares to speak up, are subjected to the harassment, intimidation, threats,
personal smears, and career sabotage, children like the child that was just murdered
by being stuffed into a bin in the shower and drowned (I guess it had to be drowning
and no bathtub was available?) THIS KEEPS HAPPENING.
These are not ‘cracks’ the children are falling through, this is by design. This is by
plan and this is getting worse while we are paying more to the very people who make
it happen.
Until those we elect are held accountable for allowing this, for promoting this, and for
politically benefiting from this corruption, WE are responsible. We could stop this, but
WE would have to get organized. We have to demand, over and over, accountability
from everyone: From PTA level on up. OUR silence is OUR consent.
Now, read up and KNOW how this keeps happening. And know that media that
refuses to tell you that this child was the victim of corrupt Tribal Social Services is
NOT informing you, but misleading you, for their own reasons. They can and should
do better.
Grand Forks Herald: “Toddler found dead had bruises…”
FaceBook Comments Section
And one commenter also had spoken up previously at a Civic Meeting and had
apparently been ignored… speaks up again, and listen to the whole thing as he
covers a lot of relevant territory, and refers to Ruth Hopkins who while calling Tom
Sullivan a ‘racist’ was supporting rap groups that paint Tribal Life as thugs, gangsters,
and murderers living the great life… which in itself is a racist depiction but hey, they
get money for it and racism is no biggy if it’s profitable—or at least it doesn’t bother
her when in Rap Form.
Go to Earth Channel, Citizens Not on Agenda, 8:51 you have to scroll to it yourself,
but it’s worth a listen.
Lenore Barseness is the one that established and set up Tribal Social Services in
Leach Lake. What are her qualifications? Why is she sending defenseless little girls
to live with violent drug offenders? This is not the only time, not the first time and not
the last time a child has been horrifically abused because of her privileged game
playing with their lives. Just another murdered child. I’m sure she’ll have some
dramatic, maybe even tears running down her cheeks pleading for more money,
none of which will go to protect a single child. Why does no one investigate her, or
anyone at the top of these food chains that feed children to Monsters?
Meanwhile, Back At The Four Felonies
Despite getting the wrong Clifford Monteith in my last post (the father was a
murderer, got away with it because law enforcement decided to lose all the evidence,
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and ‘persuaded’ witnesses to recant, the son who was arrested for stabbing a deputy
and who has four felony charges against him, was NOT, as we assumed, in jail. I
guess he’s either not considered dangerous enough, or he’s considered too
dangerous if he decides to talk? So, why is a guy who attacked a deputy, with a
knife, never booked into jail? Ask them.
Now, tell me the most violent, the most dangerous, those who are murdering children
and those who are protecting the corrupt that allow this are not benefiting from
conspiracies of corruption at every level of law enforcement and government.
Whatever you do, don’t try to tell me that anyone or anything is ‘slipping through the
cracks’ or that those in charge are “studying the situation” or that there will “be strong
changes to ensure this never happens again” because, frankly, the frequency is
getting tighter and the murders more senseless and horrific for this to be anything
anyone in charge is trying to stop.
We’ve seen what happens to anyone in any position of authority that dares to try and
do something about this. It has to stop. We have to make it stop. Speak up. March,
demand relevant answers and never be silent.
Demand that this child’s death be answered for--- all the way up the line. EVERYONE
involved. Everyone! Including those who smeared Thomas Sullivan and those who
got him fired.
You know where to find me.
~Cat

